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Abstract 

 

In this paper we propose a fast method in integer domain to convert 

H.264/AVC Integer Transform (IT) coefficients to Discrete Tchebichef 

Transform (DTT) coefficients for applications in video transcoding. We used 

the transform kernel matrix for converting, in the transform domain, four IT 

coefficient blocks into one 8x8 DTT block of coefficients. An integer 

approximation for the kernel matrix is proposed. It is concluded that a 

negligible error is introduced, the computational complexity is reduced. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is seen that about half of the bitrate can be saved by using H.264 [1]. When a new 

standard is adopted, it gives rise to interoperability problems with previous systems. 

In the case of H.264, interoperability with MEPG-2 systems is relevant. It is done 

through video transcoding for conversion between different standards [2]. MPEG 2 

video codecs use the 8x8 DCT to produce transform coefficients, H.264 use the 4x4 

IT(Integer Transform). The discrete Tchebichef transform (DTT)[3] which is derived 

form orthonormal Tchebichef Ploynomials has  energy compaction properties like 

DCT.In paper[4]the conversion of  DTT coefficients to IT coefficients is compared  

with DCT coefficients to IT coefficients conversion. The fast conversion of 

H.264/AVC Integer Transform Coefficients into DCT coefficients is computed by 

Marques et al[5].In paper[6 ] the fast algorithm for converting H.264/AVC Integer 
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Transform (IT) coefficients to Discrete Tchebichef Transform (DTT) coefficients is 

developed. We go step further by developing its algorithm in integer domain. The 

organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we discuss the transform domain 

IT-to-DTT conversion & its fast algorithm. In section 3, the integer approximation of 

conversion matrix is obtained.  

 

2. IT-TO-DCT CONVERSION & FAST ALGORITHM 

The IT-to-DTT conversion in pixel domain is shown in figure 1. The input consists of 

four 4x4 blocks (X1, X2, X3, X4) of IT coefficients. The inverse IT is applied to each 

of the four blocks in order to obtain the pixel domain blocks (x1, x2 ,x3, x4). Then the 

four pixel domain blocks are grouped to form a single 8x8 block(x) to which the DTT 

is applied, such that an 8x8 block of transform coefficients (Y)is obtained. The, 

transform domain conversion is better because complete decoding up to the pixel 

domain is not needed. The transform domain IT-to-DTT conversion is based on the so 

called S-matrix [4][7][8]. It is applied to an 8x8 block (X) comprised of four 4x4 

blocks (X1, X2 ,X3, X4)of IT coefficients to produce the corresponding 8x8 block Y of 

DTT coefficients. The conversion is given by the following operation,  

Y =SXST (1)  

where S is the transform kernel matrix and ST is its transpose.  

where the transform kernel matrix S is given by, 

 a   -b  0   c   -d  -e   0   f  

 0   -g  h  -i   -j   k  -l  -m 

 0    0  n  -o    p  -q  -r   s 

 S = 0   -t  u  -v    w  -x   y  -z   

 a    b  0  -c   -d   e   0  -f  

 0   -g -h  -i    j   k   l  -m 

 0    0  n   o    p   q  -r  -s 

 0   -t -u  -v   -w  -x  -y  -z         

 

and each value of the S matrix for Conversion of H.264/AVC Integer Transform 

Coefficients into DTT Coefficients is follows, 

a=1.4144;b=1.2346;c=0.4923;d=0.0001;e=0.3424;f=0.3413;g=1.0801;h=2.1605;i=1.3

539; j=0.5641;k=1.1984;l=0.1232;m=0.7510;n=0.3086;o=0.9847;p=1.2893;q=0.5992; 

r=0.4924;s=0.8193; t=0.1543;u=0.3085;v=0.3692;w=0.7252;   x=1.5408;y=2.0924; 

z=1.5705[6]. 

Similarly the fast IT-to-DTT algorithm is based by exploiting the symmetry properties 

of the S matrix. As the transform defined by (1) is separable, it can be computed by 

column transforms followed by row transforms. If we define p as an 8 point row 

vector and P its 1D transform, then by using the vertical symmetry of the S matrix, we 

can map the combinations defined in each line of S to 8 variables. The 1D transform 
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P is obtained from linear operations of these variables. We have derived the following 

algorithm in order to achieve an efficient method to obtain P[6].  

m1=p[1]+p[5];   m2=p[1]-p[5];  m3=p[2]+p[6];  m4=p[4]+p8];  

m5=p[2]-p[6];  m6=p[3]+p[7];  m7=p[4]-p[8];  m8=p[7]-p[3];  

P[1]=am1;  

P[2]= -bm2 – gm3 – tm4 ;  

P[3]=hm5 + nm6 + um7;  

P[4]=cm2-im3+om8 –vm4;  

P[5]=-dm1-jm5+pm6+wm7;  

P[6] = -em2+km3+qm8-xm4;  

P[7] = -lm5-rm6+ym7; 

P[8]= fm2-nm3-sm8-zm4;  

 

This algorithm requires 26 multiplications and 26 additions, i.e., a total of 52 

operations to perform the1D transform. The 2D S -transform needs 8 columns1D 

transform (8x52=416 operations) and 8 rows 1D transforms (416 operations). Hence 

the proposed fast conversion algorithm needs a total of 832 operations. The pixel 

domain approach needs four inverse IT (320 operations) and one DTT (672  

operations) which is equal to 992 operations. The transform domain fast algorithm 

significantly reduces (16%) the number of operations when compared to the pixel 

domain conversion [6]. The method is faster than the pixel domain approach and is 

useful for video transcoding applications where fast processing is required. 

 

 
Figure 1. Pixel domain IT-to-DTT conversion 
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3. INTEGER APPROXIMATION  

In order to achieve higher computing performance, we have further introduced an 

integer approximation of the kernel matrix S. In order to obtain integer arithmetic we 

scale the S -matrix by multiplying it by an integer that is a power of 2. For the case of 

the DTT-to-HT conversion, the DTT coefficients lie in the range of -2048 to 2047. 

This is a dynamic range of 4096, and needs 12 bits to represent. The maximum sum of 

absolute values in any row of S is 7.3616, so the maximum dynamic range gain for 

the 2D S-transform is( 7.3616)2= 54.1932, which means log2(54.1932) = 5.76 extra 

bits. Therefore, 17.76 bits are required to represent the final S-transform results. In 

order to use the 32-bit arithmetic, the scaling factor must be smaller than the square 

root of 232−17.76, i.e. 139.102. The maximum integer satisfying this condition while 

being a power of two is 128. Therefore, the integer transform kernel matrix is S1= 

round{128 × S}.  

 

S1 =     

181 −158 0 63 0 −44 0 44
0 −138 277 −173 −72 153 −16 −96
0 0 40 −126 165 −77 −63 105
0 −20 39 −47 93 −197 268 −201

181 158 0 −63 0 44 0 −44
0 −138 −277 −173 72 53 16 −96
0 0 40 126 165 77 −63 −105
0 −20 −39 −47 −93 −197 −268 −201

 

 

Similar to S, S1 has the values a through z changed to the following integers: A= 

181,B = 158,C= 63, D= 0 , E=44, F=44, G= 138, H=277, I=173, J=72, K=153,L=16, 

M= 96, N=40, O=126,P=165,Q=77,R=63,S=105,T=20,U=39,V=47,W= 

93,X=197,Y=268,Z=201 
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